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・Non-operating income increased by 2.1 billion yen partly due to gain on foreign 
exchange.

・Extraordinary income increased by 0.8 billion yen partly due to gain on sales of non-
current assets.

・ In both domestic and international freight, cargo movement was generally solid.

・Although some impacts of natural disasters remained even in the third quarter, 
revenues grew as subsequent recovery demand was properly captured.

・Although forwarding costs, vehicle chartering and subcontracting costs, and other 
costs increased, the efficiency of administration and other operations improved in 
parallel with collection of adequate fees.

・Consolidated revenues, operating income, ordinary income, and profit were the
highest ever third quarter cumulative total results.

・Regarding initiatives to collect adequate fees, for the third quarter cumulative total, 
profit increased by 1.4 billion yen due to an increase of 9.1 billion yen in revenues, and a 
rise in unit price of vehicle chartering and subcontracting costs of 7.6 billion yen.
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・The full-year forecast is revised upward.

・Specifically, revenues are raised to 2.15 trillion yen, which is the initial target for the 
business plan, based on results up to the third quarter.
・Operating income, ordinary income, and profits are unchanged from the previous 
forecast.

・Operating income exceeded the forecast at the beginning of the year by 1.0 billion yen 
by the second quarter and remained solid in the third quarter. However, some cargo 
movements were considered temporary due to post-disaster reconstruction demand 
and recognized as front-loaded demand for the fourth quarter and beyond.

・The volume of air export freight forwarding from Japan to Asia became lower than that 
of the same period of the previous year in December, partly due to a reactionary 
decline in spot cargo from the previous year. As a result, in the fourth quarter, most of 
the surplus accumulated up to the third quarter is expected to be offset mainly in the 
Japan and Logistics Support segments.

・With the end of the fiscal year approaching, we are considering outflows related to 
reevaluation of our assets and other reasons, which have been comprehensively taken 
into consideration for this forecast revision.
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〇Revisions from the previous forecast

・Japan: Revenues and operating income are raised.

・The Americas: Revenues were raised and operating income is lowered.

・Europe: Revenues were raised and operating income is lowered.

・East Asia: Revenues and operating income are raised.

・South Asia & Oceania: Revenues are lowered and operating income is maintained.

・Security Transportation: Revenues are maintained and operating income is lowered.

・Heavy Haulage & Construction: Revenues and operating income are raised.
As a result, lower revenue and lower income forecasts are changed to lower revenue 
and higher income forecasts.

・ Logistics Support: Revenues are raised and operating income is maintained.
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・Annual negative impacts of 0.6 billion yen on revenues and 9 million yen on operating 
income are expected from foreign exchange rates.
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〇Overview of the third quarter (Higher revenues, higher income)

・Both international and domestic freight was generally solid, reflecting cargo 
movement in Japan and overseas.
・In railway transportation, transactions for automobile-related components and 

others were solid.  However, suspension or cancellation of train operation due to the 
Heavy Rain Event in West Japan continued until October, after which reductions in the 
number of train runs continued for some routes, resulting in lower revenues.
・In truck transportation, cargo movement of automobile-related components, steel, 

and others maintained solid performance.
・In marine & harbor transportation, machinery-related exports and container terminal 

operations grew.
・In air freight forwarding, consolidated export cargo weights increased by 19.6% from 

the previous year, significantly exceeding the market growth rate of 6.7%.
・Exports of automobile-related components to Europe and electronic components 

and semiconductor-related items to Asia remained strong.
・For trends in weight for export air freight originating from Japan and the

Company’s share for export air freight originating from Japan, please refer to
Page 2 of the supplementary material.

〇Overview of full-year forecast

・Revenues and operating income forecasts are raised from previous forecasts.

・4Q forecasts include a slowdown in air and marine freight forwarding and a decline 
owing to a rebound in spot cargo from the previous year.
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〇Overview of the third quarter (Higher revenues, higher income）

・Revenues and income increased on a local currency basis excluding the impact
of foreign exchange rates as well.
・Air export and import freight forwarding and warehousing and distribution were solid, 

mainly for automobile-related items. 

〇Overview of full-year forecast

・The revenue forecast is raised and the income forecast is lowered from previous 
forecasts.
・Higher revenues and higher income are expected as past trends continue and the 

negative effects of 1.1 billion yen owing to special factors in the previous year are 
absorbed.
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〇Overview of the third quarter (Higher revenues, lower income)

・Revenues increased but income decreased on a local currency basis excluding
the impact of foreign exchange rates as well.

・While the warehousing and distribution business was solid, forwarding costs and 
personnel expenses increased in addition to business lost in Italy and the lack of spot 
business in FY2017.

〇Overview of full-year forecast

・The revenue forecast is raised and the operating income forecast is lowered from 
previous forecasts.
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〇Overview of the third quarter (Higher revenues, higher income)

・Revenues and income increased on a local currency basis excluding the impact
of foreign exchange rates as well.

・Air export freight forwarding and marine export freight forwarding remained solid.

・Although air forwarding costs remained high, the reduction of expenses progressed 
by transferring them to customers and streamlining.

〇Overview of full-year forecast

・Revenue and operating income forecasts are raised from previous forecasts.
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〇Overview of the third quarter (Higher revenues, lower income)

・Revenues increased but income decreased on a local currency basis excluding
the impact of foreign exchange rates as well.

・Air export freight forwarding and warehousing and distribution were solid. However, 
higher forwarding costs and vehicle chartering and subcontracting costs put pressure on 
income.

〇Overview of full-year forecast

・The revenue forecast is lowered and the operating income forecast is maintained 
from previous forecasts.
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〇Overview of the third quarter (Higher revenues, lower income)

・Acquisition of outsourcing from regional financial institutions increased.

・Income declined due to rising personnel expenses and fuel costs.

〇Overview of full-year forecast

・The revenue forecast is maintained and the operating income forecast is lowered 
from previous forecasts. 
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〇Overview of the third quarter (Lower revenues, higher income)

・Wind power plant-related transportation and installation and others progressed as 
planned in Japan and overseas.

・Additional and scheduled projects such as heavy electric-related projects in Japan 
progressed ahead of schedule.

〇Overview of full-year forecast

・Revenue and operating income forecasts are revised from previous forecasts.

・ Lower revenue and lower income forecasts at the beginning of the year are changed 
to lower revenue and higher income forecasts.
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〇Overview of the third quarter (Higher revenues, higher income)

・Revenues increased as a result of the increase in the unit selling price of oil.

・The logistics support business, including export packing services, also maintained 
solid performance.

〇Overview of full-year forecast

・Only the revenue forecast is raised from the previous forecasts due to the increase in 
the unit selling price of oil.
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